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Figure 1: Our system provides a modular framework for authoring stylistic enhancements on complex animations such as fluids (left) or cloth
(right). All or parts of the animation can be selected for stylization. The selected points are clustered and tracked over time. A stylization
engine instantiates parameterized animations for each cluster, such as the fish and butterflies shown here that spawn when water is lifted off
or when wrinkles form.
Abstract
Our work on programmable animation texturing enhances the concept of texture mapping by letting artists stylize arbitrary
animations using elementary animations, instantiated at the scale of their choice. The core of our workflow resides in two
components: we first impose structure and temporal coherence over the animation data using a novel radius-based animationaware clustering. The computed clusters conform to the user-specified scale, and follow the underlying animation regardless
of its topology. Extreme mesh deformations, complex particle simulations, or simulated mesh animations with ever-changing
topology can therefore be handled in a temporally coherent way. Then, in analogy to fragment shaders that specify an output
color based on a texture and a collection of properties defined per vertex (position, texture coordinate, etc.), we provide a
programmable interface to the user, letting him or her specify an output animation based on the collection of properties we
extract per cluster (position, velocity, etc.). We equip elementary animations with a collection of parameters that are exposed
in our programmable system and enables users to script the animated textures depending on properties of the input cluster. We
demonstrate the power of our system with complex animated textures created with minimal user input.

1. Introduction
The appearance of 3D surfaces can be controlled with 2D images through the well-known process of texture mapping. Local 2D
parametrizations of a three dimensional object are packed in a UV
map and exposed to artists, who can use digital painting tools to
give a flat description of the appearance of the 3D model. Texture
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images can encode information such as color, normal perturbations,
or material parameters. At render time, programmable shaders let
users define the fragment colors of the rendered image as a function
of the surface geometry and of its texture-mapped parameters. Texture mapping is especially powerful for locally repetitive surface
appearance, where a pattern element can be defined once in texture
space, and replicated over a surface through a carefully crafted UV
map.
In the context of 3D animation, a wide range of tools of various
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complexity give artists fine control over the shape of a character,
its animation and its appearance, letting them craft complex animations. However, stylizing animations with locally repetitive animated elements remains a tedious task. In particular, while modern
simulation systems for fluids and cloth achieve a high degree of
physical realism and deliver results that are often indistinguishable
from reality, the creative vision for a computer animated film may
call for a more stylized look. While some variations, such as the
degree of turbulence in a fluid simulation or the apparent weight of
a garment’s fabric, are easily achieved through simulation parameter tuning, more dramatic art direction cannot be accommodated
by changing simulation parameters. For example, the creative vision for an animated film may call for portions of a fluid simulation
to be enhanced with an animated mesh that evolves over time as
the fluid moves, or for the wrinkles in a cloth simulation to exhibit
life of their own by spawning individual animated elements that are
coherent with the evolving wrinkle patterns.
These highly art-directed effects call for animated elements that
move and deform in a particular way based on the desired look, and
existing tools are not designed to incorporate such animations into
complex animations in a coherent and unified way. The complexity
of the rich motion created by simulation systems makes this coherent stylistic adjustment a highly cumbersome task. As a result,
animators must either abandon desired art-directed enhancements
or, when budget allows, invest the laborious effort needed for specialized one-off effects.
Inspired by texture mapping, our work targets art-directed stylistic enhancements to complex animations using a novel algorithm
for spatio-temporal clustering, and a programmable framework for
animation instancing. Since complex animations such as simulations often deliver unstructured data that is independent from frame
to frame, we apply our clustering algorithm to impose structure and
temporal coherence on the selected points. Clusters are tracked over
time and dynamically added and removed as the animation evolves.
They provide information about the local behavior of the underlying animation, in analogy to UV maps that provide information
about the local geometry of the underlying surface.
Finally, each cluster is used as input to a stylization engine
that instantiates parameterized animation components called motion stamps. Each motion stamp represents a parameterized animated scene that can have geometry, motion, and other parametric
variations. Our system connects parameter values associated with
the clusters, such as position, size, velocity, or other feature values,
to the motion stamp parameters so that the stamp animations are directly parameterized by the animation that should be textured. This
concept is analogous to fragment shaders, that let users define fragment colors depending on the input geometry parameters. Taken together, this framework provides a flexible procedure for animators
to texture animations with custom, art-directed content. Examples
of our method used to enhance a fluid and a cloth simulations are
shown in Figure 1.
Our main contribution is a modular framework for authoring
stylistic enhancements of complex animations such as fluids and
cloth. On a technical level, we contribute an artistically motivated
spatio-temporal clustering method to establish coherence over time,
and a parameterized instancing component based on the feature val-

ues. We demonstrate our system with several examples, including
a water simulation that is represented by swimming fish and erupts
into a flock of birds when different components of the fluid splash
together and a wrinkle pattern on cloth whose high curvature values
lead to butterflies that spawn and fly away.

2. Related work
Adding realistic details to simulations. A large body of work has
focused on adding realistic details to existing simulations. A strategy in fluid simulations is to enhance a coarse velocity field with
higher resolution sub-scale turbulence. Different sub-grid models of turbulence were introduced to computer graphics [KTJG08,
SB08, PTC∗ 10, NSCL08], modeling the transfer from coarse fluid
velocity to fine scale turbulence. Other methods focus on specialized procedural techniques for generating spray, droplets and foam
on height-field [MY97, CM10] and 3D particle-based simulations
[OCv13,IAAT12]. These methods have succeeded at increasing the
realistic details of a fluid simulation, but do not accommodate expressive and artistic styles of motion. Similarly, in cloth simulation, many works seek to upscale a coarse simulation with detailed
wrinkles either procedurally [HBVMT99,KWH04,RPC∗ 10], using
data-driven techniques [dASTH10, WHRO10, KGBS11, ZBO13],
or through explicit user direction [BMWG07] . These methods are
compatible with our work, as we can offer animated stylistic enhancements on top of the simulation output to achieve particular
artistic effects.
Gross control of simulation shape. Other work enhances the
art-directability of simulations by focusing on gross control over
the shape of the simulation itself. Research in this area allows
artists to direct simulations of smoke [TMPS03, SY05], liquids
[TKPR06, RTWT12], clouds [DKNY08], cloth [WMT06], or elastic solids [MTGG11, STC∗ 12] to take on particular shapes, such
as a cow made of smoke or a horse made of water. Rather than enforcing these large modifications of the shape of the simulation, our
work aims to enhance simulations with animations that target specific art-directed effects. By focusing on a modular pipeline based
on feature detection, our system can support a variety of enhancements that connect fluid features to animation instances.
Stylizing fluids with 2D exemplars. One technique to enhance fluids is to use 2D texture patches along the velocity field
[Ney03, SMC04, BBRF14, JFA∗ 15]. Texture advection [Ney03]
consists in transporting the UV coordinates the texture, while limiting the distortion of the UVs over time as much as possible. An
alternative is to consider small individual stencils as particles and
splat them to produce the final look—as is done for cartoon smoke
in [SMC04]. Similar in spirit to our work, they improve the coherence over time of the stylization by modulating the stencils based
on particle properties. Recent techniques reduce the distortion with
a synthesis process based on self-similarity when blending between
textures [BBRF14, JFA∗ 15]. While these methods allow creating
impressive looks, they are focused on 2D texture exemplars while
we target 3D stylistic enhancements and provide a general framework that supports both fluids and cloth. Additionally, the internal motion of the texture example is entirely guided by the texture
synthesis optimization routine and the fluid velocity. In contrast,
c 2016 The Author(s)
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our programmable framework allows our motion stamps to vary
according to other features such as the radius of the cluster.

the underlying animation, and is applicable even when the set of
animated points change over time.

Dynamic texture synthesis. One way of facilitating the process of stylizing an animation with potentially non-realistic animations is to extend texture synthesis to the dynamic case. The basic idea is to repeat a pattern over a domain following principles
of coherence and causality. Traditional 2D texture synthesis methods have been extended to the 3D domain with 3D mesh texture
elements [MWT11] and then to the temporal domain [MWLT13].
Given a user-provided exemplar and an animated domain to texture
(a 2D surface or a set of 1D strands), their goal is to automatically
cover the domain with the exemplar while ensuring coherence in
both the spatial and temporal dimensions. It is unclear how to adapt
their example-based structural similarity to topologically varying
domains such as liquids. In contrast, our method can synthesize coherent trajectories over topologically varying domains and provides
artistic control over the instantiation in time.

When analyzing artistic stylization in hand-drawn animations,
we observe that animators often stylize visually salient areas of
an animation in order to emphasize or exaggerate their qualities.
Based on this observation, we let artists choose to texture a whole
animation or only parts of it. We provide a UI letting artists specify
relevant areas based on features such as vertex curvature, position,
or velocity. Texturing salient parts of an animation such as waves
rolling over an ocean or cloth wrinkles sliding along the surface of
a garment is made possible thanks to our structure extraction that
is independent of the topology of the underlying animation.

Motion stamps. Dynamic stylization can be time consuming
when performed manually. Hence previous works have investigated
the idea of linking parametric motions to larger scale movements
designed by the animator [CHG14, MNB∗ 14]. In these works, 2D
or 3D animated stamps are controlled by sketching their positions
or trajectories. Chevalier et al. propose an interface for designing
2D flows and controlling the parameters of overlaid 2D texture elements moving along the flow [CHG14]. Milliez et al. allow the user
to sketch the position of 3D animated meshes and control additional
parameters such orientation using gesturing strokes [MNB∗ 14]. We
adopt the same “motion stamp” concept proposed by Milliez et al.
and extend it to work in the context of simulation enhancement.
Neither method addresses the problem of feature selection or trajectory extraction in the context of complex fluid or cloth simulations.
Clustering. A core component of our system addresses temporally coherent clustering of 3D points respecting a user-specified
size. Data clustering is a research field in itself, and Xu and Wunsch provide a survey of clustering algorithms [XW05]. We are in
particular inspired by spatial hierarchical clustering techniques, of
which a detailed review is available in [HKT01]. In order to support an artist-inspired workflow, we favor an application-oriented
clustering and tracking algorithm. Related techniques for spatiotemporal clustering target data such as moving pedestrians or vehicles [LHY04,HP04,NP06,AAR∗ 09,JLO07,JYZ∗ 08,KMNR10].
One of the core differences with our work is that these techniques
are designed to track grouped points over time, while we support
more general feature-based space-time clustering where the sets
of points constituting the features being clustered are allowed to
change over time.

3. Overview
Our method enables artists to texture complex animations by extracting temporally coherent structures that locally describe these
animations. The artists can then specify a correspondence between
the characteristics of the extracted structures and parameters of
user-defined animation elements called motion stamps. Our method
allows one to specify the size of the structures that locally describe
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Our solution includes two main components:
• Space-time clustering. Since the points that define a simulation
are often unstructured without temporal consistency, we propose
a novel spatio-temporal clustering method to establish coherence
in the simulation data. Clusters may appear or disappear, split or
merge over time, triggering the appearance or disappearance of
motion stamps when and where needed, based on the evolution
of the animation.
• Motion stamp control. For each cluster, a stylization engine instances a motion stamp whose parameters are connected to the
detected feature values. Our method allows one to control time
cycles of motion stamps, temporal warping, changes in scale
and orientation, as well as deformation parameters such as the
amount of stretch or twist of an animated shape.
The parts of our work are respectively described in the next two
sections.
4. Dynamically Coherent Clustering
Given a set of 3D points Ps defining all or parts of an animation,
our goal is to create a uniform distribution of clusters that meet
the desired radius of the animated stamps. While many methods
targeting spatial clustering exist (see Section 2), they do not allow
directly specifying the radius of the computed clusters. Since the
clusters will be used as support to instantiate motion stamps, it is
crucial that our method provides control over the size of those clusters. We let users specify a radius and a tolerance threshold, defining the range of acceptable cluster sizes. This enables the detection
of clusters whose size varies over time. The second challenge is
to create a dynamically coherent clustering, i.e. the ability to have
clusters that move over time without temporal discontinuities.
To allow the user to specify a range of acceptable cluster radii,
we employ a hierarchical clustering strategy (described below), and
track the clusters over time by mixing advection and dynamic reclustering. In other words, we initialize a clustering at the beginning
of the animation, and then advect the clusters over time by sampling
the velocities of the clustered points, and re-clustering areas that
hold new features that appeared over time.
4.1. Spatial Clustering
Our spatial clustering routine is a hierarchical clustering which results in a tree graph with bottom leafs holding a cluster with a single 3D point, and the root node a single cluster containing all the
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Figure 2: Overview of our pipeline.

points. Each node describes a set of points and its radius, a node’s
parent always has a larger radius, while a node’s child always has a
smaller one. Given a range of acceptable cluster radii, we can parse
the tree and select clusters at the appropriate hierarchical level.
To create the hierarchical clustering structure, we start by creating a cluster for each 3D point, setting its radius to 0. Then we
iteratively merge the two nearest clusters into a larger one until all
clusters have been merged into a root node containing all 3D points
(see Figure 3). In practice, building the whole hierarchy is not necessary since the root cluster will often be larger than the maximum
desired radius. Instead, we keep track of the radius of each cluster
at each iteration. If two clusters get merged and the new cluster’s
radius is above the maximum allowed value, we stop this iteration
and look at the two clusters getting merged. If a cluster has its radius larger than the minimum authorized radius, then it is tagged as
a valid cluster and will be propagated further down our pipeline.
Note that this algorithm computes clusters only if their radii
are within the acceptable range and therefore does not necessarly
provide a partition of the selected 3D points. For instance, water
droplets smaller than the prescribed radius and too far apart will
merge into a cluster with an undesirable large clusters, and they
will be discarded since they are too small, which complies to the
user-specified cluster size.
4.2. Space-time clustering
Given two clusterings of the animation at two different moments
in time, the correspondence between the two sets of clusters can
be ambiguous; it can be hard to know which cluster at a time step
corresponds to which cluster at the next step. One possible strategy
to overcome this ambiguity is to perform a hierarchical space-time
clustering of the animated points. Such an algorithm would be similar to the spatial clustering described in Section 4.1. Each particle
at each time frame would be assigned to one cluster, and the two
closest clusters in both time and space would be iteratively merged.
While our experiments have shown that this method provides satisfying results, the cluster hierarchy computed over a complex animation is very memory and time consuming, which is not desirable
when interactively manipulating animations.
Our strategy is instead to create a first spatial clustering at time
tk , and to then advect the clusters, predicting their positions at time
tk+1 . We can use the predicted cluster positions to efficiently compute a clustering at tk+1 as shown in Figure 4, and iterating this
step results in a fast algorithm producing temporally coherent cluster data.
Advecting clusters requires the definition of cluster velocity. Two
velocities can be defined for a specific cluster: the average of its element (vertex or particle) velocities, or the velocity obtained by fi-

nite differences over the cluster’s successive positions. We found in
our experiments that both definitions can be appropriate depending
on the application. When clustering wrinkles moving over a shirt,
the vertices constituting the wrinkles follow a trajectory mostly
along the normal direction to the shirt, while the wrinkles slide tangentially to the cloth. When clustering particles in a flowing river
simulation however, a cluster should move along the water and follow the particle velocities. Ignoring the particle velocities could result in static clusters, that would be surrounded by particles at each
time step while having a null velocity.
This observation lead us to offer the user the choice to compute
clustering based on point velocities or on cluster velocity. When
choosing to use cluster velocities, we initialize the cluster velocities
after the initial spatial clustering to be zero, they are then updated
as the spatio-temporal clustering progresses.
During spatio-temporal clustering, after any time step tk , we estimate each cluster’s position at time tk+1 by advecting its previous
position using the velocity type chosen by the user. We use a priority queue to store all the pairs (estimated cluster position, 3D
point) at time tk+1 and use it to successively assign 3D points to
their closest estimated cluster center. Each assignment is discarded
if it conflicts with the user specifications: if the assignment would
bring the cluster radius over the maximum authorized one, or if the
displacement of the cluster would increase the cluster velocity over
the maximum authorized value.
Once the assignment step done, the remaining points (features
appearing in the animation, or points that would have enlarged existing clusters beyond user specifications) are clustered using our
spatial clustering method and added to the set of computed clusters.
Note that since this spatial hierarchical clustering is only computed
when and where needed, the computation time of our method does
not suffer much from rebuilding a cluster hierarchy.
Finally, we detect splits and merges between clusters. Using the
initial velocity of a cluster, we backtrack its first position one frame
in time, and look at the backtracked position’s neighborhood. If the
existing cluster closest to that position is within δt ∗ maxvel , with
maxvel the maximum authorized cluster velocity, we mark this as
a split event: the already existing cluster has its own trajectory, but
splits to spawn the new one. We apply a similar process to detect
merges at the end of a cluster’s life. Later in the pipeline, the user
can chose to use that split/merge knowledge for stylization.
5. Programmable motion stamps parameterization
Our goal is to texture animations with animated motion. In the previous section, we described how to obtain dynamic clusters of preselected size moving along the animation. Each cluster provides local spatio-temporal information about local parts of the animation.
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 3: Each 3D point is assigned to an individual cluster of radius 0 (blue). We iteratively merge the two closest clusters until we reach
one cluster covering all the data (orange). The cluster hierarchy (right) can then be used to get clusters with a desired radius.

and every butterfly appears with a rising animation, and disappears
by flying away. The fish motion shader however takes note of the
split information. When a cluster appears splitting from another
one, the motion shader aligns the motion stamp parameters with
the older cluster for a few frames. The result animation does not
result in a popping fish animation, but shows fish splitting in two.
Figure 4: The cluster velocities at time tk (left) are used to predict
the cluster positions at tk+1 (center). Assigning 3D points to the
closest predicted centers (right) yields a partial clustering at tk+1 .
The non-clustered points (black) are then clustered in an independent step.

We build an analogy with traditional texture mapping. To render
a textured surface, it is discretized into faces, bounded by vertices
and edges. Each vertex can carry information such as its position,
color, normal, or texture coordinate, the latter helping to define local 2D parameterizations of the 3D surface. By writing a vertex
shader, the user defines how 3D vertices are projected onto the
screen. Then by writing a fragment shader, the user can specify
an output color, defined by four parameters (red, green, blue, alpha), depending on the information carried by the vertices that are
projected onto the screen.
In our framework, the base animation is discretized into clusters,
that carry information sampled from their components: their cluster velocity and component velocity, their position, radius, normal,
etc. The user can write scripts that we call motion shaders to parameterize animation instances. We use the formalism introduced
by Milliez et al. [MNB∗ 14] and define elementary animations as
motion brushes. A motion brush can be as flexible as a procedurally defined shape and as rigid as a baked 3D animation. A motion
brush is analogous to a 2D texture. Instances of motion brushes in a
scene are called motion stamps, and carry a set of parameters such
as position, scale, orientation, opacity multiplier, animation speed,
etc. When writing motion shaders, users define the values of a single motion stamp’s parameters based on a single input cluster, the
same way fragment shader programs define the color of a single
fragment at a time (Figure 5).
As described in 4.2, our space-time clustering detects if a cluster
has splitted from or is merging into another cluster. That information is available in our motion shader framework and the user can
read the parameters of the clusters splitted from or merged into. The
motion shader can ignore it, or can adapt the instantiated motion
stamp’s parameters accordingly. For example in the provided supplemental videos, the butterly motion shader ignores those events
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Our motion stamp engine then runs the user-specified motion
shader on each computed cluster and automatically instantiates motion stamps within the scene. The attached video shows various examples of textured animations including changes between different
motion stamps during the life of a cluster.

Cluster

Motion
Stamp

Figure 5: Users can choose how the cluster data is used to parameterize the motion stamps.

6. Results
We implemented our pipeline as a plugin for Autodesk Maya (
[May16]), in order to take advantage of the production pipeline professional artists are acquainted with. Both cloth and liquid animations seen in this paper were simulated using technology natively
available in Maya.
The user can open a scene, select a simulation object, and load
our plugin. When desired, we provide a visualisation of the selected
parts of an animation by coloring the selected particles or the mesh
vertices. Our plugin provides UI controls to adjust thresholds for a
variety of vertex and particle parameters, letting users select parts
of the animation depending on that information. In the case of complex feature selection, the user can even script the value of the score
for each 3D point.
The user starts the clustering procedure by first using UI elements to specify the desirable cluster radius and the tolerance for
admissible cluster radii, as well as the maximum authorized cluster velocity. Our clustering algorithm is fast and if the user is not
satisfied with the result, he or she can change the parameters and
run the clustering algorithm again. We present some performance
results in Table 1.
Finally, the user can edit motion shaders that parametrize motion
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nPoints
nFrames nClust. time
Water Fish
134,651 127
238
6s
Water Bird Drops 132,120 130
435
8s
Butterfly Shirt
457,748 215
2578
38s
Table 1: For each result, the number nPoints of 3D points clustered
in the animation, over nFrames frames, into nClust clusters. Computation time reported in the last column.

stamps depending on the cluster data. The collection of already implemented shaders is exposed to the user, who can decide to reuse
previous shaders, or to write a new one.
Figure 6 shows a simple toy example: a simulated cloth rectangle is held by two handles that exerce a vertical motion. The cloth
simulation produces a wave motion. The goal here was to cover the
cloth with butterflies, that take off as the wave motion propagates
along the cloth.
The user could define the selection based on the y position of
vertices, as well as the animation time. The desired cluster radius
was defined as the desired butterfly radius, and the maximum authorized velocity for each cluster was set relatively high (3 times
the cluster radius) to ensure proper tracking during the fast cloth
movement. Once the clustering was performed, the user could use
two motion brushes describing butterfly animations: idle and take
off, and script the motion stamp instantiation through the following
script (presented here as pseudo code).
while (cluster is alive)
{
stamp.position ← cluster.center
stamp.scale ← cluster.radius / stamp.radius
stamp.upDirection ← (0,1,0)
loop play idle animation
}
for (frame = cluster.end +1
to cluster.end + take off duration)
{
keep the same position, scale, orientation
play take off animation once
}
For the wrinkle stylization seen in Figure 1, the wrinkles on the
T-shirt were selected based on the vertex curvatures (wrinkles exhibit a high curvature) and positions (so as to ignore the wrinkles
on the arms). Butterfly motion stamps were then scripted to follow the cluster centers, first playing a spawning animation once,
followed by a looped idle animation. When clusters disappear, the
stamps were scripted to keep the same position and play a take off
animation once.
We also created different liquid simulation scenarios. First, as
shown in Figure 7, water is thrown with a high initial horizontal
velocity, and is projected in the air by a bump on the ground. The
user could select various parts of the animation to cluster them, and
use the clusters to texture the liquid with animated fish. In a similar
fashion to previous results, the fish radii are dictated by the cluster
sizes, while the fish positions and orientations are parametrized by

the cluster positions and velocities respectively. Replacing the fish
by another type of motion stamps like the birds seen in Figure 7
is simply done by changing the type of motion stamp used in the
motion shader.
Motion stamp parameters are not limited to the ones used in
our results so far. We demonstrate the flexibility of our method by
parametrizing the deformation of spring-like shapes. Each spring’s
stretch factor is parametrized by the underlying cluster’s velocity, its bending by the curvature of the cluster’s trajectory, and its
revolution angle is scripted to increase over time. Considering the
spring shape as a 1-frame animation, this example fits in the formal
definition of motion stamps described in [MNB∗ 14]. However, we
are essentially producing the shape animation on the fly depending
on the cluster data, instead of reusing animated examples.
Finally, we show more complex examples of animation texturing. In the first, two liquids collide and create a splash, as shown
in Figure 8. Selecting particles based on their position and velocity, the user could successively stylize the two sets of fast moving
particles aiming at the collision area. By setting the same desired
cluster properties on the two sets, and texturing them using the fish
parametrization described above, the user could easily instantiate
two crowds of fish with similar radii aiming at a frontal collision.
Then, selecting particles based on their position and time of existence, the user could isolate the particles that constitute the splash.
After clustering them, a bird parameterization similar to the previously described one was used, thus texturing the splashing drops
with flying birds. We show a composition of the fish and birds, rendered along with the meshed particles.
The last example seen in Figure 1 shows a hand lifting water
from a pond. After selecting particles based on their vertical position, the user textured the water lifted off by the hand, turning the
water into fish as it is being manipulated.
7. Conclusion
In this work, we have devised an animation texturing framework
that allows animators to author stylizations on top of complex animations. Our programmable approach allows artists to select salient
areas of basic animations, as well as to link the stylization behavior
and motion of the instantiated motion stamps to the attributes of the
underlying animation. Our clustering algorithm can be efficiently
implemented without copying any point data, and we have shown
results of its performance. However, its sequential design makes a
performance improvement through parallelization challenging. We
have implemented our work within Autodesk Maya for artistic convenience: it provides all the necessary tools for animation authoring, and our method integrates well within that workflow. However,
while motion shaders are simple programs and our motion shader
processor can be straightforwardly parallelized, the time spent processing the shaders is negligible compared to the processing time
required by the Maya API to read motion brush files from disk and
to set motion stamp parameters and keyframes.
While our method lets artists semi-automatically create complex
arrangements of animations that would otherwise be very challenging to produce by hand, we could already identify interesting areas
for future work.
c 2016 The Author(s)
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Figure 6: From left to right: original animation with colored selection of vertices, clustering over the selected vertices, motion stamp, textured
animation.

While we have demonstrated our implementation on cloth and
particle simulations, we believe that our method can easily extend
to other types of animated data. Eulerian simulations for example,
are typically used to represent smoke or fire. Each cell in a Eulerian
simulation grid provides a velocity vector that we could rely on
in our spatio-temporal clustering algorithm, and scalar data such
as density or temperature could be used to parameterize motion
stamps.
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clusters appear on a scene as the camera zooms in. The radius occupied by each cluster on the screen could also be used to parameterize the motion stamp animations.
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Figure 7: From top to bottom: the original animation and a clustering obtained using our algorithm. The motion stamps used to create the
present results. Textured results of our algorithm.

Figure 8: Original, clustered data and textured animation.
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